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Many voices claim to represent the telecommunications industry offering their views before the FCC and the U.S. Congress on the critical policy issues affecting the industry. Welcome to The Back Page, a special newsletter featuring commentary and viewpoints of interest primarily to the independent telecommunications industry. The views and opinions expressed in The Back Page are the views of the author. The Back Page is our attempt to give voice to the policy objectives and goals of the independent telecommunications industry. The Back Page includes commentary on legislative and regulatory issues specifically affecting the independent telecommunications industry. Readers are encouraged to submit letters or other commentary for publication. Letters and commentary for publication can be sent to: The Back Page, Independent Telecom Associates, 4601 Tilden Street N.W., Washington, D.C. 20016 or by e-mail to: [email protected]. The Back Page may be duplicated and distributed with the written permission of Independent Telecom Associates. Copyright, Independent Telecom Associates, 2010
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THE CAPITOL CORNER



THE STATE OF THE UNION AND THE POLITICS OF USF By Tom Smith



The prospects for USF reform are likely to be impacted by the changing political landscape in the country that now also seems to threaten a major shake-up in the composition of the U.S. Congress after congressional elections this November. Consequently, there has never been a greater need – or a better opportunity – to grow a new and revitalized grassroots initiative to advocate for a continuing USF program that promotes service delivery to consumers by rural and independent telecommunications providers. Just one year ago, President Barack Obama took office promising to bring “change” to the country. Now, Americans are talking back by electing Republican governors in Virginia and New Jersey and a little known Republican state senator to succeed Senator Edward Kennedy (D-MA). The political landscape has changed quickly and now has many political pundits assessing more seriously whether Democratic majorities in both houses of Congress are in jeopardy in the upcoming November congressional elections. When Obama assumed the Presidency, he suggested that no issue and no sector would be immune to the “change” that he advocated and promised during the long presidential campaign. Telecommunications policy was no exception as his campaign advisers, including the current FCC Chairman Julius Genachowski, mapped out a telecommunications “change” agenda. This agenda has focused primarily on universal broadband and USF reform. USF reform is seen as a critical means to achieve universal broadband. The goal of universal broadband enjoys broad bipartisan
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support in the U.S. Congress today. There is even stronger support for USF reform in Congress. But, there is no consensus yet in Congress on what constitutes “real USF reform.” Many in Congress have punted the issue to the FCC hoping and expecting that the Commission’s National Broadband Plan – set to be released now in mid-March – will outline a specific agenda for USF reform, including proposed legislation that will help achieve the goal of universal broadband access. Despite some of the political pundits who have used Obama’s own campaign rhetoric to sound “alarm bells” around the nation, “change” – even in the telecommunications policy arena – has not been easy to achieve over the last year. Already, there are new divisions emerging between the administration and its supporters in Congress and the private sector over network neutrality and USF reform. USF reform legislation drafted earlier this year by Representative Richard Boucher (D-VA), the chairman of the House Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Telecommunications, Technology, and the Internet, and Representative Lee Terry (R-NE) appears to be going nowhere in the Congress. Representative Henry Waxman (D-CA), the chairman of the House Committee on Energy and Commerce and the guardian of the committee’s agenda, thanked Boucher and Terry for drafting the measure, but said no action would be taken until the FCC submitted its National Broadband Plan. No comparable Senate measure has been drafted or introduced and nobody in the Senate seems willing to champion such a measure at this time. Many in Congress feel that championing a measure to expand USF to include broadband has few political benefits. There is no strong rural grassroots constituency that legislators can rely on for support or call into action. At one time, the rural and independent telecommunications industry seemed to be able to rely on a strong grassroots movement that helped build support for a rural telecommunications agenda among members of Congress, especially members representing rural areas. Support for rural telecommunications policy is weak today even among members who represent rural areas. In contrast to the rural and independent telecommunications industry, the large telecommunications providers enjoy significant support from members of Congress who represent rural areas. The rural and independent telecommunications industry is not devoid of support in Congress. But, it does not match what is needed, especially in a time of dramatic political change or shifts as the nation now seems to be experiencing. In effect, the lack of a solid grassroots network or initiative to build such a network limits the ability of the rural and independent industry to control its destiny – its fate – in Congress on issues like USF reform or intercarrier compensation, especially in today’s political climate. When Congress takes up the National Broadband Plan in a few months, the political dynamic in the Congress and in the nation as a whole will be dramatically different from only a few weeks ago. The promises of one year ago – when Obama and the Democratic congressional majority came into office – have now given way to the reality of the sharp political and ideological divisions that still exist in the nation. Members of Congress have seen these divisions on display in the recent elections, and they are deeply concerned for their futures. Today, Republicans have more hope that they can erase the Democratic congressional majority in the November elections later this year. Already, Republicans are enjoying more success in recruiting candidates
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for House and Senate seats and their fundraising has begun to eclipse that of the Democrats. Democrats would have to lose 40 seats in the House to lose the majority. What political pundits thought was impossible only a month ago is now on both political parties’ radar screens. Democrats would have to lose 10 Senate seats for Republicans to capture the majority. Although possible, this seems much more unlikely. Based on state polls that have recently been conducted, Democrats are on track now to lose enough Senate seats in the November election to force the Senate into a compromise mode or another period of legislative gridlock. Will any of this have an impact on the Obama administration’s agenda for universal broadband access and USF reform? The short answer is yes. There is a consensus among policymakers that USF reform is inevitable and desperately needed. The changing political landscape is likely to impact the specifics of USF reform – and maybe even the pace. Yet, it seems that all the dominoes would have to fall into place perfectly for the process to be completed this year. Nevertheless, the National Broadband Plan will help to intensify the USF reform debate over the next year and longer. But, will the rural and independent telecommunications industry be positioned to play a meaningful role at the table? How important will it be for rural advocates to be at the table? Consider this. A change in the House majority in the November elections would put Representative Joe Barton (RTX) back in the chair’s seat of the House Committee on Energy and Commerce. Barton is no more a supporter today of USF than he was three years ago when he pledged to eliminate USF. In reality, however, Waxman, the current chair, is only slightly more supportive of USF than Barton. Even Barton will be pressured to find common ground with Democrats on the committee if USF reform is to become a reality. Barton would like nothing more than to reform USF in a way that puts it on a path to extinction. Many Democrats would like USF to be a federal budget line item to be dispensed in the form of grants and could find common ground with Barton to radically restructure USF. A changing political landscape, however, also makes Boucher politically vulnerable to an election challenge, according to many political analysts. For Republicans to win the 40 seats to control the House, Boucher’s is one that Republicans would probably have to gain, they argue. Boucher’s district now trends Republican and he is thought vulnerable if Republicans can attract a good candidate to challenge him. So far, Republicans’ biggest challenge has been in finding a credible candidate. Boucher, himself, has not always been a reliable advocate for the rural and independent telecommunications industry. His commitment to a freeze on USF should send shudders through the industry. But, if Boucher is removed from the scene, one of the few advocates for rural telecommunications in the U.S. House would be absent from the debate on the future of USF. Members of Congress who represent large urban districts – and who now dominate the House Committee on Energy and Commerce – view USF as a corporate subsidy program for rural telephone companies paid for by their urban constituents. They want change and reform that will reduce the overall cost to their voters. Republican control of the House may actually speed up the process for USF reform – primarily because Republicans do a better job of maintaining party discipline in the ranks of their members.
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Rural interests and the future of USF may actually stand a better chance in the U.S. Senate where the debate over USF reform has never fallen along party lines. Senators John Rockefeller (D-WV) and Olympia Snowe (R-ME) are likely to work across party lines to fashion a compromise on USF reform that could pass the Senate. There may be others on the Senate committee, who will be positioned later this year or next year to play a critical role in the USF reform debate. These include Senators John Thune (R-SD), Mark Begich (DAK), Mark Pryor (D-AR), and Amy Klobuchar (D-MN). If Senator Kay Bailey Hutchison (R-TX) loses her bid to be Texas Governor this spring, she also may prove to be a solid advocate for the rural and independent telecommunications industry. On the other hand, if Obama can revive his popularity by November, many Democrats in Congress may be pulled from the jaws of defeat this fall. Obama’s victorious path to the presidency showed that he is a very smart, combative, and cagey politician who is not prepared to watch his presidency go up in smoke so early in his first four year term. The political posturing and machinations that we will see over the next year may seem far removed from the debate over USF reform. But, Obama’s efforts to revive his presidency and bring new credibility to the Democrats in the Congress will have much to do with the future of a program, like USF, that remains vital to the future of rural telecommunications service delivery. Contrary to all the hyperbole, lobbyists, alone, do not control the congressional policy agenda. Lobbyists are effective because of the strong grassroots initiatives – or the appearance of strong grassroots networks – that they can use to demonstrate public support. The large telecommunications providers spend excessive amounts of money on lobbyists in Washington, D.C. But, they also spend significant amounts of money on public relations and building grassroots initiatives critical to their advocacy efforts in Congress. Conservative think tanks and liberal public interest organizations are united in advocating for major change in USF despite their ideological differences. They are key players now in the telecommunications policy debate in Congress precisely because they have given the appearance of being able to summon strong grassroots support for their positions. Grassroots – or the appearance of grassroots – scares policymakers and influences policy positions. So, what about the rural and independent telecommunications industry? What is the commitment of the rural and independent telecommunications industry to shaping the future of USF? Is now the time to do the “homework” necessary to build a grassroots network – or at least the appearance of a healthy and vital grassroots network? WHAT DO YOU THINK? LET US KNOW (Thomas M. Smith, a former association executive, is an independent consultant on telecommunications and health care advocacy, marketing, grantmaking, and communications.)
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